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A WORD
FROM THE
PRESIDENT
First off, I want to welcome everybody into the new year and I hope that
you all are doing well. I am delighted to be serving as the SEAoT state
board president for the 2021 year and am looking forward to working with
the dedicated volunteers who make up the rest of the board. I joined
SEAoT to network and engage with my fellow structural engineers as well
as partake in the abundant learning opportunities this type of organization
offers. It is in this same spirit that some of the goals for my tenure as
president are to promote both member involvement at all levels as well as
collaborate for potential learning/informational prospects.
As the Covid-19 pandemic continues, we held our first quarterly board meeting on January 6, 2021, virtually
through the GoToMeeting platform implemented last year. Our meeting focused on the current financial
state of our organization, steps forward for our legislative initiative, and upcoming events throughout the
year, including our own SEAoT state conference.
Economic State:
Currently, we remain in a healthy financial state as last year’s virtual conference was successful in bringing
in some revenue for our organization. We have also seen an increase in members, and most existing
members have been prompt with their membership renewals. The board remains mindful of all decisions
that affect our accounts, and, to that end, we are still working on a 2021 budget for approval.
Legislative Affairs:
Although the current legislative cycle is uncertain, the board agreed with SEAoT’s lobbyist, Richard Lawson,
that we should continue to garner support for our Structural Engineering Licensure Title Act. Due to the
uncertain cycle, Mr. Lawson has drafted a contract offering his services at the continued rate for an “off
year”, and the board has decided to renew the contract on a quarterly basis determined at each board
meeting. The Government Affairs Committee (GAC) has been hard at work to open dialogue and gain
feedback from individuals working at firms that are members of ACEC. Support for our efforts will be
crucial moving forward.
SEAoT State Conference:
In part to the success of last year’s virtual state conference, the board is working with Stansfeld to plan a
hybrid conference this year. The conference is planned to take place in El Paso since we were unable to
meet there last year, and with Covid vaccinations beginning, we are optimistic that we will be able to have
in-person interactions. We understand that not all members can/want to attend an in-person conference so
the hybrid plan will accommodate most, hopefully increasing overall attendance.
Finally, I would like to thank Robert Nicholas, PE, the past president, for help transitioning into the new
year. I continue to lean on him and the other experienced board members for guidance and advice. I also
want to thank all our members who make this organization possible, and I encourage you to reach out to
your chapters and even to the state board for ways to become more involved. I hope everyone is as excited
for this new year as I am!
Best Regards,
Niclas S. Green, PE
SEAoT State Board President, 2021
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE - QUARTER 4

The GAC has continued discussions with ASCE regarding
the proposed Transparency Act and has forwarded the
proposed statutory red-line for their input and eventual
support. SEAoT’s contract lobbyist continues to preview
the proposal with select legislators, including potential
bill authors. The GAC is currently monitoring how Covid19 restrictions may affect the 2021 legislative session
and SEAoT’s agenda (the session is expected to be much
more limited in scope and scale).

The Committee is also monitoring legislation as it is filed
for potential impact, positively or negatively, on the
practice of structural engineering in Texas. The GAC
continues to work with the legislature to update
minimum building code requirements by municipalities
(see HB 738 filed on 12/4: 87(R) HB 738 - Introduced
version - Bill Text (texas.gov)) as well as explore ways to
mitigate the cost of insurance premiums and improve
the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association (TWIA)
inspection regime. Other bills filed to date include SB 219
that would 1. Limit liability on builders for
engineering/architectural design defects; and 2. Prohibit
governmental entities from requiring a higher “standard
of care” for engineering services: (87(R) SB 219 Introduced version - Bill Text (texas.gov)). HB 288 would
apply sales tax to engineering services in order to “buydown” residential property tax rates (87(R) HB 288 Introduced version - Bill Text (texas.gov)).
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SIMPSON STRONG-TIE INTRODUCES VERSATILE
WBAC WOOD BACKING STEEL CONNECTOR FOR
ATTACHING WOOD BACKS TO COLD-FORMED
STEEL STUDS
Pleasanton, Calif. — Simpson Strong-Tie, the
leader in engineered structural connectors
and building solutions, today introduced the
WBAC wood backing steel connector
designed to eliminate alignment issues and
reduce installation time in connecting wood
backing to cold-formed steel (CFS) studs.

“The WBAC provides contractors and installers
with a wood backing CFS connector that delivers
heavy-duty strength for heavy-duty jobs,” says
Clif Melcher, senior CFS product manager for
Simpson Strong-Tie. “And with multiple models to
accommodate different flange widths and no
predetermined spacing layout, the WBAC delivers
the versatility and adaptability to keep projects
on track, too.”

Answering contractor demand for an all-inone wood-to-CFS connector for interior and
finish applications, the WBAC provides a
strong, easy-to-install, versatile solution
that’s ideal for heavy wall hangings like
cabinets, shelves and handrails, and
features a fastening pattern and unique
rolled tabs engineered for extra strength
and stiffness.

Extensively tested in accordance with ICC-ES
AC261, the WBAC is an ideal multipurpose
wood backing CFS connector for use across
a wide range of CFS interior projects,
including schools, hospitals and other midrise structures. Additional features of the
WBAC include:

Fabricated from G90 galvanized steel and
available in two sizes to fit 1 1/4" and 1 5/8"
or 2" flanges, the WBAC attaches easily to
either grade lumber or 5/8" fire-rated board,
and can be used to quickly and easily attach
wood components to either drywall or
structural cold-formed steel studs using #818 modified truss-head screws.

Simple Installation: Prepunched holes
allow the same screw to be used for
both wood backing and stud
attachments.
Versatile and Adaptable: Works for any
stud spacing, so predetermined or
typical stud spacing is not required.
No Alignment Issues: Sight lines help
guide installation for easy alignment.
Heavy-Duty Design: Unique rolled
support bottom tabs provide extra
strength and stiffness
For more information about the Simpson
Strong-Tie WBAC wood backing steel
connector and solutions for cold-formed
steel construction, visit strongtie.com/wbac.
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VETERAN-OPERATED PERMA-PIER FOUNDATION REPAIR OF TEXAS
PROVIDING NEW EMPLOYMENT & UTILIZING VIRTUAL PLATFORMS
IN THE MIDST OF CHANGING ECONOMY
DFW/AUSTIN/HOUSTON/SAN ANTONIO (OCT. 26, 2020) – Perma-Pier Foundation Repair of
Texas and its sister company, Black Tie Plumbing, are pleased to announce the successful
onboarding of new team members, even during an unprecedented economic downturn and
global pandemic. The company (under the Construct Capital, LLC umbrella) has transitioned
to a virtual interview process and modified training curriculum with great effect. These new
systems were formed out of precaution for our employee, partner, and customer health and
safety amid the COVID-19 outbreak.
Founded in 1992, Perma-Pier has been an industry-trusted foundation repair company,
servicing Texas and growing to employ over 300. A recent reorganization opened the door to
attract new talent. Through its fast-paced adaptability, Perma-Pier was able to hire several
candidates without meeting them in person, conducting interviews as many are in this
environment, via Zoom and conference calls.
Justin Bryant, EVP of Sales, has been with the company since its infancy stages and has
helped grow it to the size it is today, alongside CEO, Shawn Lawson. Shawn and Justin had
the foresight to onboard the company into a Microsoft Teams environment prior to the
pandemic, providing more connectivity between internal operations and field operations.
They have now had the opportunity to onboard six new employees, using this platform as a
tool for real-time, on-site virtual trainings for the new hires. “The Microsoft Teams
environment, along with apps such as Company Camp and MHelpDesk, are robust, providing
a seamless platform for virtual training. What was once a more laborious task of hands-on
training has now become an efficient and collaborative process we can build upon for years
to come.” – Justin Bryant
The recent onboarding included one class of four, fondly referred to as Team Thundercats,
includes three new commercial and residential Evaluators to run their respective markets –
Chuck Mitchell, Austin; Chris Glascock, Houston; Amanda Campbell, San Antonio – and
Manager of Digital Engagement and Business Outreach, Kristy K. Boone (remote from
Oklahoma City). Todd Little, DFW, also recently joined the organization and will work in both
the commercial and residential spaces. These new team members will take part in
implementing the company’s new virtual inspection programs, and assist in virtual marketing
efforts.
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Shawn Lawson states, “The entire Construct team is excited to see our new teammates carry
the Construct Capital vision of science-based, professional solutions to our diverse and
growing customer base. We strive to follow the same level of service to our customers and
partners I learned in the military – discipline, integrity, hard work, and responsibility. In
honor of Veteran's Day, we share not only the value of our customers and partners but also
of those willing to risk their lives in service to others.” Shawn is an enlisted Air Force veteran,
who served as a Cryptological Linguist.
Ben Berryman, CFO, shares, “Although the business has been impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic, we see encouraging trends in the housing market, which provide us an
opportunity to gain additional market share heading into 2021. Our recent investments in the
sales force and increased efficiencies in operations have positioned us for an exciting
future.” The company looks to continue adapting and refining processes to continue its
growth through strong communication across all departments, as well as with industry
partners and customers. This adaptation will include leveraging technology for more
streamlined and responsive communication from this point forward.
Learn more about Perma-Pier & BlackTie at www.Construct-Capital.com.
For employment opportunities, please email Careers@Construct-Capital.com.
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LEVERAGING STEEL CASTINGS
HOW & WHY SPECIFY THE UPC

connection solution as they are supplied with the
associated steel pins and electropolished stainless
steel washers, cap plates, and cap screws.

There are a variety of reasons for and ways in which
pin connections are incorporated into structure and
architecture. In structural engineering, pin connections
are used to release flexural forces in the pin ended
member at the location and in the axis of the pin. In
architecture, pin connections are most often used as a
means of tectonic expression; that is, to create a visual
portrayal of the way in which the structure was
constructed and the way that forces are resisted by
the structure.

The connectors are available off the shelf in sizes to
match standardized pipe ranging 3.5-inch (88.9 mm)
OD to 24-inch (610 mm) outer diameter. The
connectors are a smart and affordable choice when
compared against conventionally fabricated
connections that attempt to meet a similar aesthetic
as provided by the connectors. Moreover, the use of
Universal Pin Connectors vastly simplifies the design,
detailing, fabrication, and subsequent inspection and
acceptance of critical AESS connections.

Our catalog provides design inspiration that may be
useful to get started and to share with associates and
clients. When pin connections are specified for
architectural reasons, the quality of the connection’s
execution is important. Fabrication of pin connections
at the ends of HSS members is difficult particularly
when aesthetics are a concern as there must be
adherence to particular AESS standards.

Fabrication of round HSS members equipped with
UPCs is very straightforward and lends itself very well
to automation.
Product users need only cut the HSS member to
length (no weld preparation is necessary as the
castings are provided with a weld shoulder cast into
their nozzle end), fit the connectors to the ends of the
members, and weld the connectors to the HSS. These
welds can be achieved using continuous down-hand
welding with the member mounted on a turning roll.
In this way, members equipped with UPCs can be
processed very rapidly and with very high quality and
reliability.

Cast Connex® Universal Pin Connectors™ are sleek,
clevis-type pre‑engineered fittings. Their sculpted
design provides smooth transitional geometry that is
otherwise unachievable using standard fabrication
practices. Universal Pin Connectors are a complete

(1) University of Lethbridge, AB (2) Whitney Museum of American Art, NY. (3) Baraboo High School, WI.
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Fabricating members equipped with Cast Connex
Universal Pin Connectors is straightforward

Whitney Museum of American Art, NY.

Another advantage offered by the Universal Pin
Connectors in exterior applications is that their smooth
shaping provides a superior substrate for coating
system adhesion and contributes to lifecycle
performance of the corrosion protection coating
system. Conversely, fabricated connections feature
crevices, plate edges, and weld joint pits that are
notorious sites for the initiation of coating system
failure.

connection design is not-delegated, designers need
also design and check the gusset plate resistance
against the factored design load (we provide guidance
for that on our data sheets as well). Note that
rotational fixity should be released for both strong
and weak-axis flexure at the location of the pinned
connection in the structural engineer’s frame analysis
model of the structure. In cases where both ends of
the member are not pinned, the vector-sum of the
axial load and shear force in the member at the
pinned end should not exceed the connector’s
tabulated strength. Note that the connectors are not
intended to transmit shear in the out-of-plane
direction of the pin, nor to rotate when under load.
Please reach out to our technical team with any
questions or to discuss special applications - we have
a lot of experience in getting more out of our
connectors and are always happy to assist!

The specification of Universal Pin Connectors in
contract documents is straightforward. The first step in
specification is to determine the appropriate size of
connector to utilize at each connection. Designers
should download the latest product information for a
listing of the current connector range, geometric
information, and factored strengths/resistances. Select
a connector having a strength greater than the
governing factored axial design load in the connected
member. Since our Universal Pin Connectors are
manufactured in discrete sizes, also confirm that the
selected connector matches the diameter of the
member to which it is to connect.

In the contract documents, Universal Pin Connectors
need to be shown diagrammatically and
unambiguously in the structural steel drawings,
typically in connection details, bracing elevations,
and/or column details. Calling specifically for Universal
Pin Connectors by Cast Connex is the best way to
ensure that they are incorporated into the
construction of the project; however, in some
instances, clients prefer to include language that
allows for the consideration of “approved alternates”.

For example, a UPC-6.625 (UPC-168) only works with
HSS/Pipe members having an outer diameter of 6.625inches (168mm). In cases where the diameters do not
match, increase the size of the HSS/Pipe member to
ensure geometric compatibility. In jurisdictions where
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When alternates will be considered, it is important
that the language selected ensures that if the
contractors wish to make use of another
connection that the design team has the final say
as to the acceptability of the alternative on
grounds that include structural suitability in
addition to architectural performance and
aesthetics.
When specifying Universal Pin Connectors,
including Cast Connex-provided specification
language in your project’s Division 5 specification
is also strongly recommended, as it provides
valuable information on product usage including
but not limited to requirements for welding
procedures, requirements for welds between the
connector and the attaching HSS to be ground
smooth (or otherwise filled and sanded,
depending upon loading and coating system
selection), and information on pin hardware.
Datasheets, CAD and BIM resources, and sample
specification language related to the specification
of our Universal Pin Connectors can all be found
on our website, and our team is always available to
provide technical support.
Specify Cast Connex Cast Connex® Universal Pin
Connectors™ to have your building designs look
their best – and Beautify Affordably.
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GRANDFATHERED DANGERS:
ARE PARKING GARAGE VEHICULAR BARRIERS
DESIGNED TO OLDER CODES SAFE?
BY: CHARLES HAMMOND, PE, SE
While undertaking condition assessments of
parking structures, an evaluation of the vehicular
barriers is often performed to determine general
compliance with current and past code
requirements. These code provisions include both
loading and geometric requirements. In particular,
if the vehicular barrier also serves as a guard, then
the barrier must satisfy both vehicular barrier and
guard requirements. Given that code
requirements for vehicle barriers have generally
become more stringent over time, does this mean
that vehicular barriers designed to older codes are
unsafe? In other words, do they provide the same
factor-of-safety (FS) against failure as walls
designed to current codes and standards? To
provide context for this question, we will
first need to review the code history for the design
of vehicular barriers.

Over time, the vehicular load requirement has
remained generally the same, but the location at
which the load is applied has increased. The
notable change occurred with the introduction of
the 2009 International Building Code (IBC). The
2009 IBC code added a second loading
consideration to the provisions, namely, that the
load should also be applied at a height of two feet
three inches. This increase in load application
height results in a significant increase in the
design demand for certain configurations of
vehicular barrier walls. The change was
recommended by Donald R. Monahan
representing the Parking Consultants Council
(PCC) of the National Parking Association (NPA).
The reason for the recommendation included
changes in vehicle size (bumper height) and
weight that were observed based on a study
of 2006 vehicular sales data. In particular, the
study found that the one foot, six inch height only
covered about 52% of the vehicles on the road
and that increasing this height would then cover
96% of the vehicles on the road[4].

The loading requirements have varied over time
since they were first introduced in July 1980 in the
Recommended Building Code Provisions for Open
Parking Structures. This document recommended
that vehicular barriers be designed for a 10,000lb
ultimate load at a height of one foot six inches
above the floor[1]. This design recommendation
was based on research conducted during the mid1970s by the Automotive Research Laboratories at
the University of Michigan and was put in place to
address a number of accidents in the 1960s and
1970s where vehicles went through the exterior
walls of parking structures[2]. This requirement
was adopted at different times in the legacy codes
(BOCA, UBC & SBC) in use in the United States. The
10,000lb load[3] first showed up in the 1991 UBC,
ASCE 7-95, SBC 1987, and BOCA 1996. Similar
provisions were also adopted with the
introduction of the 2000 IBC which effectively
replaced the legacy codes.
1
2
3
4

For cantilever vehicular barrier walls, the 2009 IBC
load application height code change results in a
base design moment 50% higher than the design
recommendations used in codes prior to the 2009
IBC. For an original design, with a demand-tocapacity ratio (DCR) of 1.0, this increase in loading
would decrease the DCR to 0.67. If we assume
that the original concrete design had a factor of
safety (FS) of 1.78 due to load factors and material
strength reduction factors, the FS would drop to
1.19 with the increase in loading.

See NPA PCC. Recommended Building Code Provisions for Open Parking Structures, July 1980
See Iraheta, et al. High Bumpers Prompt Change in IBC Code, National Parking Association, Parking Magazine, January/February 2009
This load shows up both as a 10,000lb ultimate load and elsewhere as a 6,000lb service load. The two are essentially equivalent.
See ICC 2007/2008 Proposed Changes to the International Codes G73-G92
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Structures designed to older codes are generally
not required to meet new code provisions (i.e.
they are ‘grandfathered’) with certain
exceptions. The 2018 IEBC states that:
“Conditions determined by the code official to
be unsafe shall be remedied. Work shall not
be required beyond what is required to
remedy
the unsafe conditions.”[5]
Similar requirements can also be found in the
2018 International Property Maintenance Code
(IPMC) which states that:
“Requirements necessary for the strength, stability
or proper operation of an existing fixture,
structure or equipment, or for the public safety,
health and general welfare, not specifically
covered by this code, shall be determined by the
code official.”[6]
As can be seen by the quotes above, the code
official is the one responsible for determining
whether an unsafe condition exists and if it

should be remedied. In the context of vehicular
barriers, this means that the code official is the one
who needs to determine whether existing vehicular
barriers should be upgraded to meet current
codes.
As practicing structural engineers, we have a
unique understanding of the design of structural
elements that both the owner of a facility and a
local code official do not likely possess which
brings us back to our original question: Are Parking
Garage Vehicular Barriers Designed to Older Codes
Safe? The answer is that it depends on the
particular vehicular barrier wall in question. If the
wall was originally designed to exactly meet the
minimum requirements for the code in effect at the
time of design, and the wall was designed to
cantilever off of the floor slab, it will likely not
provide the same level of protection as a wall
designed to today’s codes and standards. It is our
responsibility as structural engineers to inform
owners of this possibility, but it is the code official
who will have the final power to decide whether an
upgrade is required.
5
6
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See 2018 IEBC §1201.5
See 2018 IPMC §102.8

HIRING NOW
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING GRADUATE
ENGINEERS AND EITS
P.E. Structural Consultants, Inc. (PESC) is hiring Structural Engineering graduate engineers and EITs. PESC’s
portfolio includes major Bridges and Transportation structures, Civic buildings, Forensic Investigation, and
Specialty Analyses. This variety requires qualified candidates to have a solid background in the analysis
and design of concrete and steel structures and affords them the opportunity to develop their careers
working on a wide range of projects. Students currently enrolled in a graduate structures program who
are interested in working part-time as Graduate Interns will also be considered.
Interested applicants should respond with a resume and cover letter to aboenig@pestructural.com.

INTERESTED IN POSTING AN OPEN POSITION?
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
STATE@SEAOT.ORG
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Winter 2020

FEBRUARY 4, 2021
12:00 PM CST

Steel Special Moment Frames

FEBRUARY 9, 2021
12:00 PM CST

90 Seismic Ideas in 90 Minutes
FEBRUARY 11, 2021
12:00 PM CST

Buckling Restrained Braced Frame
FEBRUARY 16, 2021
12:00 PM CST

Wind Load Effects on Canopy Systems
FEBRUARY 18, 2021
12:00 PM CST

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT NCESA EDUCATIONAL PORTAL, HERE

Wood Hotel Building (On Foundation)

Workshops & Training

The El Paso Community Foundation will be accepting applications to
the Joe and Halina Kallaby/SEAoT Leadership Award from
March 1, 2021 - April 15th, 2021.
If you are interested in applying, please visit www.epcf.org or contact
Bonita Johnson at bjohnson@epcf.org.
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SEAOT YOUNG MEMBER
The SEAoT Young Members
were able to have a social
distance gathering for a little
game of pickle ball.
Looking to join in the fun during
the next event?
Contact:
Joseph Gerke, P.E.
Young Member Coordinator

ADVERTISE

with

SEAOT

When you advertise with SEAoT
you can reach over
1,000 Structural Engineers!
Website Advertisements
Journal Advertisements
Open Job Opportunities
& more!

contact: state@seaot.org
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